
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Motivations for using health technology and reasons consumers avoid it
•• Impact of technology on consumers’ approach to health management
•• Interest in existing technology devices to monitor health
•• Sharing health technology as a part of health management
•• Privacy concerns associated with health technology usage

Technical applications for health are gaining traction as consumers continue to
seek ways to control multiple aspects of their health and wellness. Wearable
health devices have seen mainstream acceptance, offering a convenient way
for consumers to keep track of varying health metrics.

While most health tech is used to track and monitor basic health metrics,
interest in understanding and managing top-of-mind health concerns like
sleep, stress and hydration reiterate the potential to expand capabilities and
bring brands deeper into the consumer health journey. Future success for the
health technology category will depend on meeting the needs of an aging
population, as well as bringing elements of fun and play into the process to
reach younger consumers.
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“As consumers broaden their
health goals, technology can
respond by providing
comprehensive monitoring of
health metrics to bring
greater awareness of health
and wellness, while also
making managing health
more enjoyable. Technology
will continue to play an
integral part in consumers'
personal health journey.”
– Dorothy Kotscha, Health
Analyst
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• FDA approves OTC hearing aids, making hearing aids more
accessible
Figure 11: Lexie B1 powered by Bose self-fitting OTC hearing
aids, 2023

• Home fitness brands pivot to compete in oversaturated
market
Figure 12: Lululemon and lululemon studio Instagram post,
2022

• Gamify health
Figure 13: Healthy Wage Instagram post, 2022

• Connect with early technology adopters in the Metaverse
Figure 14: Amelia Virtual Care, 2022

• Use technology to loop adult care partners into their
parents’ health conversation
Figure 15: Claris console for family, 2023
Figure 16: Silversneakers Instagram post, 2022

• Data breaches heighten privacy concerns

• Entertainment-based technology ownership is an
opportunity for health tech
Figure 17: Technology ownership, 2022

• Black and Hispanic consumers embrace tech
Figure 18: Technology ownership, by race and Hispanic origin,
2022

• Expand use of tech to manage wellness
Figure 19: Use and interest in health monitoring, 2022

• Gen X consumers show strong interest in using smart
speakers to improve health
Figure 20: Use and interest in select health monitoring, by
generation, 2022

• Health monitoring motivations are varied
Figure 21: Motivations for product use, 2022

• Educate and entertain Gen Z
Figure 22: Motivations for product use, by generation, 2022
Figure 23: Oye app, 2023

• Health tech helps students limit in-person visits

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE HEALTH TECHNOLOGY CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
TECHNOLOGY OWNERSHIP

CURRENT USE AND FUTURE INTEREST

MOTIVATIONS FOR PRODUCT USE
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Figure 24: Motivations for product use, by student status, 2022
Figure 25: Sleep Cycle app stages, 2023

• Technology can’t replace face-to-face healthcare
Figure 26: Reasons for not using health technology, 2022

• Baby Boomers sseek in-person interaction
Figure 27: Reasons for not using health technology, by
generation 2022

• Consumers are branching out from the typical health
metrics
Figure 28: Interest and use of health monitoring devices for
specific health metrics, 2022
Figure 29: Whoop 4.0 fitness device, 2023

• Health tech for young adults should connect on mental
wellness needs
Figure 30: Interest and use of mobile apps for specific health
metrics, by generation, 2022

• Consumers are selective about access to health data
Figure 31: Comfort sharing health data, 2022

• Women reserve their health data for the professionals
Figure 32: Comfort sharing health data, by gender, 2022

• Millennials willing to widely share health data
Figure 33: Comfort sharing health data, by generation, 2022

• Health tech can give control, guidance in health goals
Figure 34: Attitudes toward health technology, 2022

• Boomers see value in tech, despite concerns
Figure 35: Attitudes toward health technology, by generation,
2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

BARRIERS TO USE

HEALTH MONITORING INTEREST
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• Medical professionals and family/friends as health
information circles
Figure 36: TURF analysis – Sharing health data, 2023
Figure 36: Table – TURF analysis – Sharing health data, 2023

• Mobile apps dominate tech device ownership/usage
Figure 37: TURF analysis – Technology use, 2023
Figure 38: Table – TURF analysis – Technology use, 2023

• Methodology

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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